This paper considers polytopes of circulations (flows) on a graph which satisfy given linear (homogenous) constraints. Algebraic characterizations of the extreme points of such polytopes are obtained. We also characterize subgraphs which support extreme points. Finally, a formula (geometric in nature) is obtained for the dimension of the flow space of a set of cycles.
INTRODUCTION
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t We would like to thank an anonymous referee for his careful reading of the original version r of the paper and for his valuable comments. where each circulation satisfies a single constraint. In this paper we consider a ,. polytope P of nonnalized circulations where there may be more than one linear (homogenous) constraint. Mter introducing some definitions in Section 2, we give algebraic characterizations of the extreme points of P. In particular, we define a space Wof constrained circulations and show that, subject to an · obvious nonnalization, a circulation u is an extreme point of P if and only if the intersection of the space Wand the circulation space on the support of u is spanned by u. We draw various corollaries. These results may be found in Section 3. In Section 4 we obtain algebraic characterizations of subgraphs that support extreme points of P. Finally, in the Appendix we state a fonnula for the dimension of the flow space of a union of cycles. This fonnula is geometric in nature. As remarked in [2] , the characterization of the extreme points of the above polytope P is important, since it provides a characterization of the basic feasible solutions of linear programs whose corresponding feasible set is P. Although the explicit enumeration of the extreme points is usually not an efficient computational method, it might be possible to use our characterizations to develop variants of the simplex method which use the special structure of basic feasible solutions to accelerate computation. In particular, the geometric result in the Appendix concerning the dimension of the flow space of union of cycles might be useful. Our results have some application to the scalings of matrices which are optimal for certain measures of which the results in [2] are special cases.
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Let R be the real field, and let R + be the set of nonnegative reals. By R nm (respectively, R~m) we denote the set of all n X m matrices with elements in R (respectively, R+). As usual, W (R~) will stand for Rnl (R~l) . Throughollt, we use subSCripts for coordinates. Also, the rank of a matrix M will be denoted rankM. 
For a positive integer
The term circulation (when no subgraph is mentioned) will refer to a circulation for G itself, i.e., x is a circulation if and only if f(G)x = O. The set of all circulations for a given subgraph G' of G is clearly a subspace of Rm. This subspace will be called the circulation space of G' and will be denoted C( G '). We shall also use the abbreviated notation C(x1, ... ,X S ) for C(G(x1, ... ,X S » where xiE Rm, i = 1, ... ,so A cycle of a subgraph G' of G is a nonzero circulation z of G', with ZqE {O, 1, -I} for all q = 1, ... ,m, such that G(z) is a minimal subgraph of G which is a support of a nonzero circulation. The term cycle (when no subgraph of G is mentioned) will refer to a cycle of G itself. Of course, if z is a cycle, so is -z. Also, it is well known that the circulation space of any subgraph G' of G is spanned by the set of cycles of G' (cf. [1, p. 90] [4] is nonsymmetric and slightly different. We use the different (symmetric) definition because we wish to characterize extreme points of certain polytopes as nonnegative linear combinations of conforming cycles. Of course, each of these cycles conforms to the extreme point (in the nonsymmetric sense); but it seems to have value to use this conformality in the construction of the extreme point -before this extreme point has been identified explicitly. Therefore the internal definition of confonnality, which does not involve the extreme point itself, is useful to us. Finally, we note that the symbol C will be used for proper inclusion and the symbol I I will be used to indicate the number of elements in a given set.
ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF EXTREME POINTS OF THE SET OF NORMALIZED CONSTRAINED CIRCULATIONS
Let C be a graph with incidence matrix fE Rmn. Let ME R'm. The graph C and matrix M will be considered fixed throughout this paper. To avoid frequent explicit reference to C and M, we shall call a circulation u (for C) for which Mu = 0 a constrained circulation. We let W be the subspace of constrained circulations, i.e., W={uERm: fu=O and Mu=O}. By P we denote the set of constrained circulations u such that II u II ,,;;;; 1. Since the unit ball of our nonn is a polytope, we have that P is a polytope. In this section we obtain a number of algebraic characterizations of the extreme points of P. Our first result characterizes the case where P = {O}. THEOREM • We need the following lemma that combines [4, (6. 2)], which assures that every circulation u is a linear combination with positive coefficients of cycles which conform with u, with [2, Lemma 8], which states that for every , circulation u, C( u) has a basis of cycles which conform with u. Our lemma in [2] is closely related to the well-known result that the circulation space in a strongly connected graph has a basis of directed cycles. Our proof in [2] differs from that in Berge [1] . = a i -(}f3i' i = 1, . .. , t. Then Yi;;;;' 0, i = 1, ... , t, and at least one Yi' say Y1' is zero. Now, ~;=2YiZt = ~;=lYiZi = ~;=laizi (}~;=lf3iZi = u. Consequently we get a contradiction to the minimality of t . The following lemma characterizes the extreme points of P. It replaces the requirements of nonexistence of proper convex combinations by the requirement of nonexistence of certain conforming circulations. LEMMA 
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Consequently, with C = C( u) and A = M we get that
If u E Wand u =I=-0, we trivially have that u E W nC( u). But (3.3a) states that dim[C(u)nW] = 1, and its equivalence with (3.3b) is immediate.
(3.3a) ~ (3.3c): By Lemma 1 there exists a basis for C( u) of conforming cycles zI, .. . ,zs and (al, ... ,a. )ER~ such that U='2:~=I/3iZi. Assume (3.3a) holds, and let (/31>' .. ,/3.) be a linear relation on (Mz 1 , . .. ,Mz S). Then M('2:~=I/3iZi) = '2:~=I/3iMzi = O. Consequently, '2:~=I/3iZi E wnC(u) = span{u}. So, for some yER, '2:~=I/3iZi=yu='2:~=lyaizi. The independence of the Zi'S assures that (/31>' .. ,/3s)=y(cx 1 , ... ,a s )' establishing (3.3c) . Next assume that (3.3c) holds. For v E C( u) let /31'"'' /3 s be (the unique) coefficients such that V='2:~=I/3iZi. Then vEC(u)nW implies that O=Mv= '2:~=I/3iMzi, i.e., (/31, ... ,/3s) is a linear relation on (Mzi, ... ,Mz S ). Hence (3.3c) assures that for some y we have /3 i = yap i = 1, ... ,s, and therefore v = y'2:~=laizi = yu, establishing (3.3a).
•
The next example illustrates that one cannot require that (3.3c) be modified by requiring that the corresponding ai's be all positive. Proof If P = {OJ, then u is an extreme point if and only if u = O. In this case C( u) = {O}, and the conclusion is trivial. Next assume that P =I=-{O}. Then by Theorem 2, dim C( u) = dim { Mx: x E C( u)} + 1 .;;;; dim { Mx: x E Rm} +1=rankM+1.
We next illustrate by examples that the bound in Corollary 1 is sometimes, but not always, obtained. Proof. Suppose that u is an extreme point of P for which G( u ) = H. (u) . So wn C( u ) =F {O}, and the minimality of H assures that H = G( u). It follows from Theorem 1 that in order t~ prove that u is an extreme point of P it suffices to establish that W nC( u) = span { u }. It is immediate that W nC( u ) :2 span { u }. •
Suppose that v E W nC( u). Then there exists
<X E R such that G( u -<xv ) ~ G( u) and G( u -<xv) =F G( u). Since u -<xv E W riC( u -<xv),
